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Historical Context
• During the Bourbon government, the University of
Naples was in a state of neglect and decay. Without
resources and teachers, the role of the University has
been virtually reduced to fulfill the exams and issue
the final bestowal of the graduation.
To achieve these qualifications students were allowed
to reach the necessary preparation following "private
classes" in the socalled studi privati
It is not easy to explain the role of the studi privati in
Naples between 1700 and 1800: they gave just basic
notions about several disciplines, but they often
provided a superior level of training and knowledge

For example in the field of mathematics many of
these studi privati were proper centres of cultural
and methodological renewal where circulating
the most recent researches produced in Europe.
The studio privato of Nicola Fergola was one of
the most prestigious in Naples, but we have to
mention also those of Vincenzo Flauti, Franceso
Paolo Tucci, Salvatore de Angelis, Fortunato
Padula, Nicola Trudi, Achille Sannia and finally the
studio privato of Giuseppe Battaglini.
As we will see, many of these mathematicians
contributed actively to the “Giornale di
matematiche”.

The unification of Italy was a turning point not only
in the political life of the country, but also in the
organization of the academic education. One of the
main steps towards a radical reform of the
academic education was the extension, from
Piemonte to the other states of the new nation, of
the Casati law for the Public Education through a
series of decrees (13th of November 1859) .
On the 29th of October 1860, by the Decreto
organico sullo insegnamento universitario, known as
“De Sanctis reform”, the organization of Neapolitan
universities was completely revolutionized:
departments, courses and curricula were completely
reorganized.

The idea of Francesco De Sanctis was to focus on
a full collaboration between universities and
scholastic institutions existing in that territory,
institutions that until that time had played an
important role in higher education field.
In Naples a prominent role in this area had been
played by the studi privati. So that these
represented a valuable reservoir from which to
draw new teachers for the university.
Actually, this reforming process implied the
gradual absorption of the studi privati by the
University, up to their total vanishing.

Thus for the University of Naples and in particular
for the Mathematics department it began a great
and vitaly season, marked on the one hand by the
enthusiastic fervour for partecipating to the
building of a national identity, and on the other
hand by the purpose of making Naples a great
European university.
Among the several initiatives carried out by the
new Mathematics department there is the
creation of a mathematics journal, that is the
“Giornale di matematiche” . The publication
started in 1863.

The promoters of the
initiative were Giuseppe
Battaglini, Vincenzo
Janni and Nicola Trudi,
but actually, after the
first three years
Battaglini was the only
one director of the
journal, for this reason it
is also known as
“Giornale di Battaglini”.

Giuseppe Battaglini is among the most
significant personalities of Italian
Mathematics in the period of transition
from the preunitarian state to the
Italian kingdom.
Battaglini 's initial researches deal with
polygons inscribed on conics and
quadrics. These researches were
influenced by Fergola and Flauti's
synthetic school, which was deeply
rooted in Naples during Bourbon
period. Later Battaglini's works
concerned themes connected with the
most updated fields of the European
mathematical research at the time,
such as the projective Geometry,
Algebra and the application of Algebra
to Geometry.

The “Giornale di matematiche”, as also its
subtitle says, was mainly dedicated to the
young scholars of Italian universities. It
was meant to be an efficient education
tool , in other words it was the link
between the university lectures and the
new mathematical researches produced in
Europe.
Battaglini himself wrote that the aim of
the Giornale was to make easier to the
young scholars of the Italian universisites
the reading of the essays published in the
Annali di Tortolini, in the Journal de Crelle,
in the Journal de Liouville and in other
European journals.
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The choise of the papers to publish on the Giornale was not
based on the originality criterion, but often was based on the
spread of emerging ideas.
In order to give the young reader a general vision of the issues
dealt with, Battaglini proposed the new subjects chiefly by
means of papers of an informative nature. The paper had to
raise the reader's interest and at the same time give him the
essential instruments to further investigations.
For this reason the Giornale also included:
Italian articles already published in other journals
reports concerning academic courses
summaries of peculiar lessons about little known subjects.
the translation of the foreign articles

Examples
Nicola Trudi
v.1 (1863), pp.11-25; 47-59; 148-158.

Nicola Trudi
v. 1 (1863), pp. 29-3

Eugenio Beltrami
v.1 (1863), pp. 109-118

Enrico D’Ovidio
v. VI (1868), pp. 46-66;
190-216: 259-283;
v. VII (1869), pp. 1-16.

Raffaele Rubini
v. 1 (1863), pp. 33-40;
118-122; 140-158;
291-304.

Angelo Armenante
Giuseppe Iung
v. VII (1869),pp.224-234

Angelo Armenante
Giuseppe Iung
v. VII (1869),pp.235-253

Eugenio Beltrami
v. II (1864),pp.267-282;
197-306; 331-339;
355-375;
v. III (1865),pp.15-22;
33-41; 82-91; 228-240;
311-314.

As evidenced by the examples, the Giornale di

Matematiche proposed each time on each
topic, a structure that included review articles,

scientific papers. The literature on the subject
was always adequate and constantly updated.

Reading the articles published in the Giornale we
clearly deduce the interactive relationship that the
readers have with it.
This relationship was made more lively through the
open problems called Questioni.
These Questioni were taken mainly from foreign
journals like Nouvelles Annales de mathematiques or
The educational Times.
Sometimes the Questioni were proposed by the
contributors of the Giornale.
The most interesting solutions to these problems,
found by the students themselves, were published.
The Questioni were often related to the published
papers.

